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data to template return render_template("index.html",data=returndata)
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methods=['GET']) @login_required def feed(): return
redirect(url_for('index')) that way i'am able to add data to the current
page using $http.get() method. Now my question is how can i get this
data (feeds) from the DB for every new page that user opens in the

application? Any ideas and suggestions are greatly appreciated. Thank
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As a program, Splitter takes video from a. As a program, it can split any
video into many smaller video files. Split second is a video splitter

software, which is a nice alternative of Windows Media Splitter. Split
second is a free video splitter. Download Splitter 7.1 Professional

Crack.zip for Windows. Splitter is an all-in-one digital video editing. DVD-
based video splitter and converter, including a...Q: What is the best way
to create an android application without needing root to read and write

to device? I am currently making an android application that read
certain data from a device and stores the data in my server. It requires
root permission to read and write to the device. How can I make it so

that only the app itself can read and write to the device? A: It's possible,
but like Jakob Samble said: it's a big security risk. I'd personally suggest
to get a basic knowledge of root and what's involved with it (even if it's
just to simply run the above mentioned command). If you have root, all

the application runs as root and it has access to everything on your
device. So please, consider doing some research about this topic and
how to secure your app, since as you can see, this is not that easy to

achieve. One that's in the mouth, another in the mind, and one more on
the road Main menu Tag Archives: Storm Crow Post navigation For

awhile now, the Licks have always hated apples because they always
want them. But of course, an apple a day keeps the doctor away… Why

the Licks don’t like apples? Well, for one thing they’re nice and plain.
And for another thing, they always want them, but don’t want to share

with their Licks. Even the Lick-Bag said, “Yeah, the apples are just
always fun to eat, but if they wanted to share, we would.” So we started

watching for apples when we were out walking… and then the Licks
wanted to be first when they found them. But they don’t like it when the

apples are ripe. Yuck. They feel kind of slimy. They always want the
apples to be green, juicy, and cold, but not green and juicy
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